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Across  
    

1 I found it hard to wind down 17 Tiresome crossword compiler 

 I was aware of dryness of my mouth 19 Canadian DJ born Joel Thomas Zimmerman 

 I felt that I was close to panic  known for haunting 2008 progressive house  

 I experienced trembling  hit I Remember (from Random Album Title)  

 I could not see anything to be hopeful about  (with Kaskade) (feat. Haley Gibby) (and  

 I felt I wasn’t worth much as a person  time off in 2015 due to depression) 

 I felt that life was meaningless etc. 
 

Down 
 Standardized, self-report, diagnostic inventory  

 used to gauge frequency and severity of  1 Avid fan of The Grateful Dead known for 

 negative feelings experienced by participants   attending every show (often in group in bus) 

 (rated Never, Sometimes, Often or Almost  2 Female oracle of ancient Greece (referenced  

 Always) during previous week (1, 1, 1, 1)  in epigraph to The Waste Land “For I indeed  

4 One of the five pillars of Islam regarded as a  once saw with my own eyes the … at Cumae  

 mandatory religious duty ( فرض) for Muslims   hanging in her jar and when the boys asked  

 requiring travel to Makkah to worship at the  her, “…, what do you want?” she answered,  

 House of God ( ةعْب  لْك   ) at least once in lifetime   “I want to die”.) 

 (if physically able) (17-22 July, 2021) 3 Sheath for holding sword (worn on back like 

6 One (in Japanese)    Mel Gibson in Braveheart or in obi like  

7 Band name based on names of members (not   Seiji Miyaguchi in Seven Samurai) (and Rey 

 Dave Dee, Dozy, Beaky, Mick and Tich) (or   Skywalker in The Rise of Skywalker) 

 The Bee Gees) (or Band of Susans) (or TLC) 4 Latin name for Ireland 

 (or NSYNC) 5 60s supergroup from Gary, Indiana formed  

9 UK institution associated with pioneering  by tyrannical father consisting of five sons  

 Radiophonic Workshop Doctor Who theme  (ABC, I’ll Be There etc.) (7, 1) 

 and My Word! 8 Canaanite deity associated with King Ahab,  

11 Magical time in very early morning when one  Queen Jezebel and backsliding Israel “gone 

 feels beauty of world and promise of new day  a whoring after other gods”  

13 Weapon used in Europe in 14th-16th century  10 Last Year at Marien… Baffling 60s art film  

 consisting of an axe blade topped with a spike  12 Jedi knight abandoned on desert planet Jakku 

 mounted on a long pole with an additional   as child mentored by Luke Skywalker (and  

 “thorn” (for grappling mounted combatants)  General Leia) (in The Rise of Skywalker) 

14 Supreme creator deity of Canaanite religion 16 Michelangelo Antonioni or Mahmoud 

15 Russian-born US author known for dystopian  Ahmadinejad or Mr. Antenna (initials) 

 magnum opus Atlas Shrugged expressing  18 Symbol for gold in periodic table (and Rolls- 

 philosophy of pitiless self-interest (first name)  Royce number plate of Auric Goldfinger) 

16 Antenna, Muffler, Whippy, Sheen, Baldy etc.  9 Aug 2021 

 


